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Extended Abstract

This study primarily aims at finding cognitive differences of residents related to eco-friendly apartment housing planning and reinterpreting the factors of impact on relationships from system-thinking point of view. In specific, firstly, this study examines apartment residents’ general awareness towards environment-friendly apartment housing planning. Next, applying data of descriptive statistics, it tries to develop practical alternatives derived from system-thinking approaches.

The environment-friendly housing projects, as previous studies were analyzed, are usually focusing on physical elements and as summarized in this paper it is found that this trend of precedents has limitations because planning of eco-friendliness is also influenced by socio-economic factors, as well as physical ones. Under the background of these studies, we found that there are significant differences generated in general awareness of residents about environment-friendly residential district, which would be determined by the difference in their income level, and their order of putting the importance of planning elements was actually different.

Specifically, this study was carried out through analysis of variance (ANOVA) about the importance of planning factors in association with environment-friendly apartment housing and group of residents based on their income level. 5 questions were asked by means of questionnaire survey of which the total collection counted 439. Results of analysis of cognitive difference, we found that there are meaningful difference in perception of eco-friendly apartment housing between the income levels of high and middle to low, the details of which are listed below. First, the question of ‘You are interested in environmental issues’ is shown that the line graph illustrate the change in proportion to the income level of resident. It is apparent that higher levels of income are associated with higher levels of interest about environmental issues. Second, the graph related to the question, ‘you practice environment-friendly conduct, using recycled products, separated disposal of waste materials, etc.’ indicates difference of income level. In specific, residents of middle-low income levels shows relatively higher level of practice in environment-friendly conduct while consciousness of higher income residents is decreased at certain point. Next, the graph’s values are consistently produced in middle-low income level than the higher one. The general
trend of the high-income levels can be described as increasing interest on economy than environment issues. Also, comparing the average values of the importance with the each income level in the user’s general perception of ‘you understand what environment-friendly housing is’, the importance was shown in the order of ‘20 millions and less’, ‘60 millions over’, ‘20–40 millions and less’ and ‘40–60 millions and less’. It is known that the importance of understanding an environment friendly APT becomes bigger when comparing income level, except the highest income level of ‘60 millions over’. Lastly, comparing the average values in each income level on the question of ‘spending more on environmental products.’ The level of importance gets clearly higher as their income goes up. It is found that people with higher income tend to be more aware of the importance of environmental products and are willing to spend more money on them.

Also, as the results of systems thinking analysis, we found that residents’ awareness of eco-friendly concept in collective housings can be differed from each other according to relative importance of an interest in economic activities rather than an environmental one. It is apparent that the cognitive difference on eco-friendly housing concept based on residents’ income level could be an important planning element in environment-friendly housing schemes.


